ABSTRACT Both decline of IQ and increase of mental retardation are consistent with rare recessive alleles at about 325 loci. There is no suggestion of a discrepancy that might be due to polygenic dominance or confounding of consanguinity with unfavorable environment. These data indicate that the risk for mental retardation in matings of normal parents increases from 0.012 with random mating to 0.062 for first-cousin parentage but that dominance deviations are a negligible cause of family resemblance of IQ. Implications for gene frequencies, mutation rates, and radiation response are detailed. -skQ. This simple theory of genetic loads is all that we require to predict the effect of rare, independent, completely recessive genes on the frequency of mental retardation, because the probability of nonaffection given inbreeding coefficient F (7) is S = e-(A+BF) Wright (8) To estimate Q and k we use two classical results of genetic load theory (6), Q < A/B, and k 2 B2/A.
A number of studies indicate that IQ declines and the frequency of mental retardation increases with inbreeding. In principle, polygenes, rare recessives, or cultural factors could account for these results. Here I develop a theory for rare recessives and then test it on the available data. This leads to inferences about the role of dominance deviations in family resemblance for IQ and about risks for mental retardation in offspring of consanguineous marriages.
Theory
Suppose that cultural confounding has been eliminated by careful selection of controls or by stratification and covariance analysis, and that dominance deviations for polygenes are negligible. There is a long tradition of resistance to the second assumption, rooted in controversy between biometricians and mendelists at the beginning of the century. The mendelists won by showing that correlations of relatives could be predicted from the mendelian laws with any distribution of dominance. However, neither then nor subsequently was evidence presented that dominance deviations are important in nearly panmictic populations. In fact, critics of early quantitative genetics were quick to point out that dominance is confounded with environment common to sibs in most data sets, and that even experimental geneticists rarely randomize the environment within families. In recent years, this criticism has led to models that include both genetic and cultural inheritance (1 -skQ. This simple theory of genetic loads is all that we require to predict the effect of rare, independent, completely recessive genes on the frequency of mental retardation, because the probability of nonaffection given inbreeding coefficient F (7) is S = e-(A+BF) Wright (8) (16) .
Segregation analysis
The Colchester survey of 1280 cases of mental defect was submitted to complex segregation analysis, which includes random environment, environment common to sibs, polygenes, and a major locus (9) . Because random mating was assumed, the recessive gene frequency estimated as 0.048 corresponds to A + Ba = (0.048)2 in which a = 406 X 10-6 is the mean inbreeding coefficient (17) . Therefore, A = 0.002 (15) . Because Genetics: Morton Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 75 (1978) Dominance deviations and numbers of loci We are now ready to make predictions under the assumption that inbreeding effects on IQ and mental retardation are entirely due to rare recessive genes. The estimate of the relative dominance variance is D = T2A/cA2s (3.5)2(0.002) = 0.0245. Heterozygous effects with dominance d would multiply this by (1 - 2d)2 (equation 4.1.11 in ref. 10) . Therefore, the contribution of rare recessives to dominance deviations is clearly negligible. The additive effects in proportion 2q are even smaller. From the increase in mental retardation with inbreeding, the mean recessive gene frequency is Q This may be compared with the estimate of k from the depression of IQ with inbreeding k > -b/TQ = 44/(3.5)(15)(0.0025) > 335. We could hardly ask for better agreement, which supports the assumption that the decline of IQ with inbreeding is due entirely to rare, recessive genes.
Mutational load
The evidence is also consistent with the mutation load hypothesis (7), according to which the rare, recessive genes revealed by inbreeding are maintained by recurrent mutation.
On this hypothesis the mean mutation rate per.contributing locus is U = zQ, in which z, the reciprocal of the harmonic mean persistence, is estimated to be about 0.01 (18) (20) .
These results suggest that IQ has not been subject to intense or prolonged directional selection. It is widely believed, on scanty evidence, that selection in the recent past has been stabilizing, with the greatest fitness near the mean (21) . Although group selection might have been directional, there is no reason to suppose that intrapopulational selection ever conferred the greatest fitness on individuals with extremely high IQ, either during the historical period when brilliance was rewarded by celibacy or in the prehistory when reproductive fitness may have been little related to what we now measure as IQ. The persistence of much additive heritability is no more surprising for IQ than for height or finger-ridge count.
Although such speculations are of some interest, they share with the rest of evolutionary biology the difficulty of not being readily tested. Of more moment is the fact that simultaneous estimation of inbreeding effects on the mean of a quantitative trait and on the frequency of extreme deviants, here illustrated for IQ and mental retardation, can give unique information about the causes of inbreeding depression and its implications for family resemblance.
